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The Multiflow™ preparation system is a headspace sampling device allowing extraction,
purification and introduction of a gas sample into a gas-source Isotopic Ratio Mass
Spectrometer for isotopic analysis. The original device was designed for 13C measurements on
CO2 from breath tests. It has been adapted here for I3CO2 analysis in atmospheric low pCO2-
samples. The sample is stored into special 12 cc-vials known as Exetainers™ which are then
loaded into a sample tray. The total capacity of the sample tray is 220 vials. An autosampler
equipped with a needle is used to pierce the septum of the vial and to admit some helium
above atmospheric pressure in the headspace of the vial.
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A 6-way valve allows then to redirect the excess-helium mixed with the sample gases to flow
through a loop. The volume of this loop can be adapted for given types of analyses. The
helium carrier and the sampled gases are then directed to a gas chromatography (GC) column
that separates the different gas species. A 4-way valve then allow to vent all gases present
but the one to analyze. The latter is finally mtroduced into the source of an isotopic-ratio mass
spectrometer. A few adjustments had to be made for the measurement of low-pCO2 and small
volume atmospheric-air samples for 13C/12C measurements. A 3 ml-sample loop size is used.
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The sampling of atmospheric CO2 is made using pre-evacuated Exetainers™ that are opened
and tightly closed on site after sampling. This sample-processing design has been used for a
collaborative project with Hydro-Quebec and the GEOTOP research Center (Universite du
Quebec a Montreal). It aimed at the setting of a rapid, inexpensive and simple technique for
I3C measurements in atmospheric-CO2 over hydro-electric reservoirs of the boreal forest of
Quebec. The scientific rationale was to use stable isotopes for comparative monitoring of CO2

emissions from reservoirs and natural lakes.

During the summer 2000 sampling campaign, more then 250 samples were collected over the
Robert-Bourassa hydro-electric reservoir and adjacent lakes (eastern James Bay). Three
stations characterized by increasing water depths were selected. Atmospheric gases over each
of these stations were sampled during two periods of 24 hours, at approximately 1-hour
intervals, 5 cm over above water-surface. The first set of samples was collected following a
warm and sunny period of 10 days. The second set of air-samples was collected after a major
summer storm event. A most general feature of all CO2-samples is their systematic 1 to 3 %o
depletion in 13C in comparison with the mean atmospheric CO2 isotopic composition of -
7.8%o. Due to photosynthesis, daily variations in ambient 13CO2, as high as 6 %o [1], have
been reported in the boreal forest. They are not recorded here over the hydro-electric
reservoir. Moreover, a trend towards more steady values is observed from shallow to deep
sites, suggesting a decreasing influence of the riverine vegetation on atmospheric 13CO2

contents. Air samples collected at 18 stations of the reservoir before and after the storm
indicate enhanced release rates of light 13CO2 by the basin after the storm. It is hypothesized
that increased runoff during storm events are responsible for higher supplies of dissolved
organic carbon compounds into the reservoir, leading to enhanced bacterial degradation, and
thus to higher release rates of isotopically light CO2. In the course of this study, we did not
observe significant differences of isotopic compositions of the air CO2-samples collected
above adjacent natural lakes. This leads us to believe that minor differences in CO2-fluxes
from water bodies are unlikely to be recorded in the 13C-CO2 signature of the overlying air.
However, based on earlier results, they seem clearly recorded in the isotopic composition of
dissolved CO2.
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